Safety Data Sheet Provider
Announcement – SafeTec

August , 2018

The management of Safety Data Sheets (SDSs, which were formally known as Material
Safety Data Sheets, or MSDSs) can be a daunting task. Citations for poor SDS up-keep
are among the highest of all OSHA standards. By moving to electronic SDS management,
sites can reduce the need to keep paper binders throughout the site, instead relying on
employee access via electronic means.
Based on needs and request from numerous sites, the Safety and Health Department has
been evaluating vendors for electronic management of SDSs and determining the merits
of standardizing on one vendor. We are pleased to announce that SafeTec has been
selected as our vendor of choice.
Under the agreement, SafeTec will work with you to get your site set up, trained and your
SDSs in the system. In most cases it will be as simple as sending a copy of your current
paper/electronic SDSs to SafeTec for processing for a fee.
A link will provide access to the system, which is available from any internet-capable
computer, tablet or smartphone. In addition to being able to search/retrieve SDSs,
SafeTec has a massive database from which you can add SDSs to your own electronic
binder ensuring you keep your data updated from the manufacturer or you can have
SafeTec update it for you. SafeTec also monitors your database to ensure when newer
SDSs become available they are automatically updated for you. Training sessions will be
provided as you sign up.
We have worked with SafeTec to provide each site with attractive pricing, which is an
annual fee of $1 per SDS for their Basic service, $2.75 per SDS for their Standard service,
or $4.00 per SDS for their Premium service. A description for these options is attached.
SafeTec will also help you determine which service package makes most sense for your
site’s needs.
To build your initial SDS library, sites choosing the Basic service may create their own
electronic SDS binder by simply searching the SafeTec database and pulling them into
your site-specific binder. Sites choosing the Standard or Premium services will enjoy the
benefit of SafeTec building your library for you. You simply provide your current safety
data sheets to them and they will manage the process of importing the SDS, indexing the
data and configuring your SDS management site. If your site needs a physical chemical
inventory, SafeTec has trained on-site inventory (OSI) technicians who can perform that
chemical inventory.
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Although participation is voluntary, all Caraustar locations are strongly encouraged
to take advantage of this opportunity by going to the Caraustar SDS Management
Information site and requesting more information. A SafeTec representative will contact
you to answer any questions or start your enrollment.

If you have any questions, please contact your Safety and Health Department
representative.
Best Regards,

DeWayne Bone
Corporate Director, Safety and Health

